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     Tide gauge station is generally  built on 
the coast in a harbour where water is quite 
still and sea waves are damped by using long 
conduit. Such a equipment is good for record-
ing tide with long period. But it is  cloubtfull 
whether it can record  Tsunamis with  shorter 
period.  In the case of  Tsunamis and the 
flood of river, moreover, water current is 
considerably large. Strong current at the 
entrance of conduit causes negative pressure. 
This negative pressure is never neglected. 
 In the case of Tsunamis in 1933 on the coast 
of North-East Japan, water level outside of 
 Tukihama tide gauge station reached to nearly 
the  height of recording part of the instrument. 
 If the water in water tank inside of the cottage 
reached the same level, record  would not be 
obtained. But the instrument gave apparently 
good record. It is, therefore, necessary to 
carry out some calculation to get true  informa-
tion of water level from the record of tide 
gauge in such cases. 
    The momentum of water mass in water 
tank and. conduit is given  by 
 p  B  dH  dt   (1) 
where 1-1 is the depth  of water in tank, B its 
sectional area, 1 the length of conduit, a its 
sectional area, and v the velocity of water 
in it.
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 The equation of continuity  holds for 
water in tank and conduit is 
             B d11.-= ay. (2)                     —d
t 
     The  momentum of water mass given 
by (1) is, therefore, 
 p  (H  +  1)B  -(111--   (3)  dt 
     The  oressine  difference between the  water-
tank  and outside water is given by 
where q is the(     :\11.:1)           6:::o-f21--kg:}a:er justa he
  (4) 
outside  of  the conduit. 
     The frictional resistance in the conduit 
may be  propoi  tional to v or  di-11dt. It may 
be, therefore, written in the form 
 2.p e- 
       dt  (5) 
The equation of motion is, therefore, 
 (1+ ID 4dt^dH)2 + 2ddH11t 
        ± Hga—2q          62(A)
    It is not easy to solve (A), but some terms 
in it can  be neglected in the present case. 
The order of magnitude of quantities in equa-
tion (A) is as given in Table I in the case of 
Tsunamis. 
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 10-2(cm/sec)  2 
 10-4  (cm  /sec2)
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     dt2H 
  Hg 
 q2  2 
   hg
Order of 
Magnitude
 10-2  (cm/sec)  2 
 105(cm/sec)  2
 104(cm/sec) 2 
 105  (cm  /sec)  2
    We get, 
of  motion
therefore, the fc




    Put  h=  A sin nt +  h0) 
and  q  =B cos  nt, 
we get from (B) 
 H  Ho'  +  a, cos  nt  +  a, cos  2  ut 
          +  b, sin nt +  b2 sin 2 nt, 
                            2 whereB
0' = ho — B   4g  ' 
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e may be of the order of  104 as the  sc. 




•  •  • (E)
 ea waves 
 st clamped
 out. 
    The amplitude on the record  A, is given 
by 
 A1  =  v  aFfm=  gAl(g2  462n2)1/  2.  ;  ; (F) 
 If put  n=10-3  and  6-104, for  Tsunamis, 
we  get 
 A  AA,  (G) 
or  Tsunamis can he recorded nearly the same 
magnitude. But at the  commencement it 
is not. Besides this an oscilation with a half 
period appears on the record. Its amplitude 
is given by 
 A2  =  M=  B2  I4(g2 +  16  e2  n2)1/  2
 —  /32/4g   (H) 
    If B be  large, this cannot  be neglected. 
In that case the mean level is lowered on the 
record in the same amount. This lowering 
of mean level  must be taken in account in the 
case of flood of level. If the velocity of water 
be 5  rn/sec, this lowering is 0.6 m.
